Introduction
============

Behavioral changes or neuropsychiatric symptoms are prevalent in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and are associated with an increased likelihood of conversion to dementia ([@B17]). Neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPSs) such as depression, anxiety and apathy are a hallmark of Alzheimer's disease (AD) ([@B24]; [@B11]). As high as 80% of AD patients have at least one symptom on the Neuropsychiatric inventory with affective and apathy symptoms having the highest prevalence ([@B24]; [@B43]). MCI is a transitional state between normal cognition and dementia and the presence of NPS predict the progression of MCI to AD, decreasing the time of progression to dementia by 2.5 fold ([@B28]; [@B39]). In MCI depression is one of the most prevalent symptoms and has been directly related to cognitive decline and the development of dementia ([@B32]; [@B12]).

Obesity is a disorder characterized by excess body fat with low energy expenditure. Obesity is a contributor to the metabolic syndrome, and is associated with cognitive deficits along with an increased likelihood of developing dementia when present at midlife ([@B18]). The prevalence of obesity in the U.S. has nearly tripled over the last 30 years and is highest among middle age and older adults ([@B9]). Side effects of chronic obesity include lower global brain volume, a high risk for metabolic syndrome, and premature death ([@B15]). Further, obesity affects cognition ([@B13]) and often occurs co-morbidly with NPS across age groups ([@B35]). Additional conditions, consequences of obesity such as type 2 diabetes, sleep apnea and other vascular disorders are also associated with cognitive decline and increased NPSs. Multiple lines of evidence demonstrate a link between midlife obesity and the development of dementia ([@B13]; [@B6]; [@B42]). However, the relationship between NPS and obese subjects within early MCI has not been studied.

Neuropsychiatric symptoms and obesity have not been measured together to determine their co-morbidity in MCI and interactions with cognition. In the present study, our hypothesis is that in MCI, obesity is associated with higher total NPS scores and a higher prevalence and severity of affective symptoms (depression and anxiety), as well as more extensive cognitive loss as measured by MCI severity. We sought to first identify the prevalence of obesity, obesity-related health conditions, and NPS within MCI, examining their relationship and their effect on the severity of cognitive impairment. We then clustered similar NPS together, and examined the frequency and severity of behavioral clusters across weight groups and BMI-related health conditions.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

All study data came from medical records dating between 2004 and 2014 from a tertiary geriatric neurology clinic at Michigan State University serving the mid-Michigan area. Clinical and behavioral data were taken at the time of diagnosis with MCI. This study involved minimal risk to human subjects and a waiver of consent was requested and approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Review Board for pre-existing clinical data related to this study. To provide further information, subjects were recruited for the sole purpose of inclusion in this study and informed written consent was received in accordance with the Michigan State University Institutional Review Board.

MCI Diagnosis
-------------

The diagnosis of MCI was determined according to Petersen's Criteria ([@B29]) by an expert neurologist (A. Bozoki). The diagnostic process included an initial clinical evaluation by the neurologist followed by a neuropsychological assessment battery, MRI (head CT if MRI was contraindicated) and serologic testing for metabolic profile, thyroid function, and vitamin B12 level. The neuropsychological assessment battery \[a modified CERAD battery ([@B26]), described in further detail in Section "MCI Severity"\], assessed memory, verbal and visual delayed recall, language, visuospatial and executive functions, was administered to all subjects. Subjects scoring ≥-1.5 standard deviations (SD) below the education and age-adjusted mean in one or more cognitive domains were classified as MCI. The MCI sample represented a heterogeneous population consisting of amnestic MCI, non-amnestic MCI, and multi-domain MCI subtypes.

Inclusion criteria were as follows: subjects were between the ages of 50--95, able to speak, comprehend and read English with at least 8 years of education, and a Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE) ([@B10]) score between 24 and 30. Subjects were excluded if they had a history of a coexisting central nervous system disorder or uncontrolled depression that could account for the cognitive impairment, any uncontrolled or unstable medical condition, and alcohol or substance abuse within the last 2 years. Exclusion criteria were determined based on medical records review. Over the 10-year period there were 667 subjects with neuropsychometric data. Of the 667 subjects examined, 117 were diagnosed with MCI. A total of four subjects were excluded from the study due to a history of major depression (*n* = 3) and stroke (*n* = 1). Our final sample consisted of 113 subjects that met the inclusion criteria.

BMI Groups
----------

The MCI sample was grouped by traditional BMI criteria: normal weight (NW; BMI 18.5--24.9), overweight (OW; BMI 25--29.9), or obese (OB; BMI ≥ 30). Height (in inches) and weight (in pounds) measurements were taken at the time of clinical diagnosis of MCI. BMI was converted to the unit kg/m^2^ using the follow calculation, \[(Weight (lb.)/Height^2^ (in.)) × 703\].

BMI-Related Disorders
---------------------

A clinical history of BMI-related disorders was recorded in order to account for conditions that may be comorbid with increased weight ([@B25]) but pose an independent risk factor for cognitive decline ([@B22]), or have an increased prevalence of NPSs ([@B36]). These included, type-2-diabetes (T2D), hypertension (HTN), hyperlipidemia (HL), gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). The presence or absence of each of these conditions was recorded for each subject at the time of MCI diagnosis. In addition, blood pressure recordings at the time of diagnosis were used to calculate a mean arterial pressure (MAP) value for each subject as a measure of cardiovascular health.

Neuropsychiatric Symptoms
-------------------------

Neuropsychiatric symptom scores along with mild or moderate prevalence groups were measured using the Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire (NPI-Q) ([@B21]) and the Geriatric Depression Scale --short form (GDS) ([@B16]). The NPI-Q is a validated measure for assessing behavioral disturbances across 12 different domains in a brief caregiver-reported questionnaire ([@B21]). These include; delusions, hallucinations, agitation/aggression, depression/dysphoria, anxiety, elation/euphoria, apathy/indifference, disinhibition, irritability, aberrant motor behavior, sleep and nighttime behavioral changes, and appetite and eating disorders. An informant familiar with the subject reported NPI-Q symptoms, by rating each symptom first for their presence (yes/no), and then severity (range of 1--3) with a total of 36 possible points. Behavioral changes reported on the NPI-Q reflect symptoms present within 1 month of testing. The self-reported 15-point GDS scale was used for further quantification of depressive symptoms. Mild NPS was designated as a total score ≥ 1 and moderate NPS as ≥ 4 for each test. The total score for each test and the prevalence of mild and moderate symptoms were measured across groups.

NPI-Q Clusters
--------------

Neuropsychiatric Inventory-Questionnaire symptoms were grouped into clusters based on a prior research study demonstrating that specific NPI symptoms tend to cluster together when they emerge as part of a dementia ([@B2]). Benefits of assessing NPI/NPIQ clusters instead of individual symptoms include both examination of underlying similarities in prevalence, progression of symptoms and biological correlates ([@B1]). Thus, in the present study the 12 NPIQ symptoms were grouped into four clusters: Hyperactivity (agitation, disinhibition, irritability, motor disturbances, and euphoria), Psychosis (delusions, hallucinations, night-time behaviors), Apathy (apathy, appetite), and Affective (depression, anxiety). The presence of a symptom cluster required the presence of at least one symptom within each cluster. The cluster severity was the average of the total score (0--3) across each symptom within a cluster for each subject.

MCI Severity
------------

To determine whether BMI was associated with an increase in MCI severity (MCI-SV), a z-score was computed for each cognitive test in the neuropsychological test battery, then averaged to obtain a mean overall z score for each subject. Included test measures evaluated global cognition \[MMSE; Modified Mini Mental Exam (3ME) ([@B38])\], memory \[CERAD Word List, immediate/delayed/recognition ([@B5])\], language \[CERAD 15-item Boston Naming Test ([@B19]); categorical and phonemic verbal fluency ([@B7])\], executive function \[Trail Making Test ([@B40]); Stroop ([@B37])\], and visuospatial tests \[CERAD Constructional Praxis, immediate/delayed ([@B31])\].

Statistical Analyses
--------------------

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) model was used to compare NPI-Q total score, GDS score, NPI-Q cluster severity and MCI severity scores across BMI groups. These comparisons were further adjusted for age and education using the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model. Specific BMI-related disorders that had a high prevalence of obesity were also used as independent variables. A chi-square test of independence was conducted to compare the frequency of NPI-Q clusters across BMI groups and BMI-related disorders. A Fisher's exact test was used to compare frequencies of NPI-Q clusters between groups when cell sample sizes were small. Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS software (Hewlett Packard; Palo Alto, CA, United States). A two-sided *p*-value less than 5% (*p* \< 0.05) was used for statistical significance.

Results
=======

A description of the study sample can be found in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**. Of the 113 MCI subjects included in the study, 110 had available BMI data and roughly 1/3 each were NW, OW, and OB. Overall, the average BMI, mean age and MMSE of the sample was 27.4 kg/m^2^, 74.1 years and 26.5 respectively. Over 90% of the sample was Caucasian with an average educational attainment of 14.6 years. Surprisingly, NW subjects were significantly older than OW and OB (*p* \< 0.001) and had higher educational attainment (*p* = 0.05). Overall, 78.6% of subjects had at least one symptom on the NPI-Q and 87.3% had one symptom on the GDS. BMI was positively correlated with NPI-Q score (Pearson's *r* = 0.225; *p* = 0.04), and a direct comparison of NW and OB groups revealed a significantly higher prevalence of NPI-Q symptoms (Student's *t* = 2.05; *p* = 0.045, unadjusted). However, there was not an effect of BMI on NPS or cognitive measures in the ANOVA model.

###### 

Demographic, cognitive, and behavioral measures of the MCI sample grouped by BMI.

  Characteristic      Entire group   NW             OW             OB             Statistic   
  ------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ----------- ---------
  Age (years)         74.3 (0.72)    78.74 (1.00)   72.4 (1.33)    71.2 (1.12)    11.97       \<0.001
  Female, *n* (%)     53 (47)        20 (53)        20 (51)        11 (33)        3.23        0.20
  Education (years)   14.5 (0.31)    15.6 (0.49)    14.2 (0.49)    13.8 (0.64)    2.86        0.06
  MMSE                26.5 (0.17)    26.0 (0.24)    26.8 (0.29)    26.7 (0.33)    2.24        0.11
  MCI-severity^a^     -0.89 (0.06)   -1.04 (0.09)   -0.80 (0.09)   -0.82 (0.14)   4.11        0.02
  NPI-Q score^a^      5.2 (0.56)     4.0 (0.72)     5.4 (1.02)     6.7 (1.27)     0.47        0.63
  ≥1, *n* (%)         68 (79)        25 (74)        26 (87)        17 (77)        1.72        0.42
  ≥4, *n* (%)         41 (48)        14 (41)        13 (43)        14 (64)        3.05        0.22
  GDS score^a^        3.0 (0.26)     3.0 (0.35)     2.7 (0.35)     3.3 (0.73)     0.63        0.53
  ≥1, *n* (%)         91 (88)        34 (90)        33 (92)        22 (79)        2.70        0.26
  ≥4, *n* (%)         32 (31)        14 (37)        9 (25)         8 (29)         1.29        0.53

MCI, mild cognitive impairment; BMI, body mass index; MCI SV, MCI severity; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MCI-SV, MCI severity; GDS, Geriatric Depression Scale; NPI-Q, Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire; NW, normal weight; OW, overweight; OB, obese. Values are presented as mean (standard error) for continuous variables and

n

(%) for categorical variables. The statistic is chi-square test of independence for categorical variables (2 degrees of freedom) and an ANOVA

F

-statistic for continuous variables. Available behavioral data was NPI-Q,

n

= 86 and GDS,

n

= 102.

a

Adjusted for age and education.

The frequency of all examined BMI-related disorders are displayed in **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**. There was no difference in HTN, HL, GERD, and MAP across BMI groups. However, a significantly higher proportion of T2D and OSA subjects were OB, thus, T2D and OSA were used as independent variables in further analysis of individual NPI-Q cluster frequency and severity.

###### 

The frequency of BMI-related disorders within BMI groups.

         Entire group   NW           OW           OB           X^2^ or *F*   *p*-value
  ------ -------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------- -----------
  GERD   14%            16%          13%          27%          0.24          0.89
  HP     43%            34%          44%          52%          2.18          0.34
  HTN    53%            53%          49%          58%          0.56          0.76
  OSA    21%            5%           15%          46%          18.37         \<0.001
  T2D    21%            11%          13%          42%          13.26         0.001
  MAP    95.4 (1.1)     94.2 (2.2)   95.0 (1.8)   97.2 (1.9)   0.55          0.58

MCI, mild cognitive impairment; BMI, body mass index; T2D, type 2 diabetes; HTN, hypertension; HLD, hyperlipidemia; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; MAP, mean arterial pressure; NW, normal weight; OW, overweight; OB, obese. Values reported as percentages for categorical variables and mean (SE) for continuous variables. The statistic is chi-square test of independence (2 degrees of freedom) for categorical variables and an ANOVA

F

-statistic for continuous variables.

The demographics of subjects with and without T2D and OSA are presented in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**. Age and MCI-SV were similar between groups although education and MMSE score were lower in subjects with T2D. The NPI-Q mean total score was significantly higher in subjects with T2D and OSA. Further, the prevalence of moderate level NPI-Q symptoms differed based on the presence of T2D and OSA. Depression scores measured by the GDS were also significantly higher for T2D subjects. There was no difference in age, education, MMSE, MCI-SV, or GDS across OSA groups.

###### 

Demographic, cognitive, and behavioral measures of T2D and OSA groups.

  Characteristic      T2D            No-T2D         Statistic           OSA            No--OSA        Statistic   
  ------------------- -------------- -------------- ----------- ------- -------------- -------------- ----------- ---------
  Age (years)         73.0 (1.25)    74.6 (0.87)    1.06        0.29    72.7 (1.38)    74.7 (0.86)    1.07        0.287
  Female, *n* (%)     12 (52.2)      40 (45.5)      0.33        0.57    7 (30.4)       45 (51.1)      3.14        0.076
  Education (years)   13.3 (0.77)    14.9 (0.33)    2.01        0.047   15.0 (0.86)    14.4 (0.33)    0.64        0.450
  BMI (kg/m^2^)       29.9 (1.08)    26.7 (0.47)    3.00        0.003   30.65 (0.92)   26.52 (0.48)   3.95        \<0.001
  MMSE                25.8 (0.36)    26.7 (0.19)    2.13        0.035   26.74 (0.37)   26.40 (0.19)   0.83        0.411
  MCI-severity        -1.04 (0.15)   -0.86 (0.06)   1.21        0.230   -0.73 (0.18)   -0.93 (0.06)   1.27        0.208
  NPI-Q score         7.63 (1.18)    4.48 (0.62)    2.38        0.019   7.75 (1.37)    4.59 (0.60)    2.23        0.028
      ≥1, *n* (%)     17 (89.5)      51 (76.1)      1.60        0.338   14 (87.5)      54 (77.1)      0.84        0.505
      ≥4, *n* (%)     14 (73.7)      27 (40.3)      6.61        0.010   11 (68.8)      30 (42.9)      3.50        0.061
  GDS score           4.26 (0.87)    2.67 (0.26)    2.36        0.020   3.76 (0.85)    2.77 (0.25)    1.12        0.274
      ≥1, *n* (%)     18 (94.7)      71 (85.5)      1.18        0.453   18 (85.7)      71 (87.7)      0.056       0.812
      ≥4, *n* (%)     9 (47.4)       22 (26.5)      3.18        0.075   8 (38.1)       23 (28.4)      0.74        0.389

BMI, body mass index; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MCI-SV, MCI severity; GDS, Geriatric Depression Scale; NPIQ, Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire; T2D, type 2 diabetes; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea. Results are presented as mean (SE) for continuous variables and

n

(%) for categorical variables. The statistic is chi-square test of independence (1 degree of freedom) for categorical variables and an independent samples

t

-test,

t

-statistic for continuous variables.

NPI-Q Clusters
--------------

The prevalence and severity of specific NPI-Q clusters differed with respect to MCI subjects who were obese, and had T2D or OSA. The Hyperactivity cluster was the most frequent with 56% of subjects having at least one symptom. **Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** shows the frequency of each symptom cluster across groups. Affective symptoms significantly differed between OB and NW groups ($X_{2}^{2}$ = 6.76, *p* = 0.03). Subjects with sleep apnea also showed a significantly higher frequency of solely Affective symptoms ($X_{2}^{2}$ = 5.39, *p* = 0.02). Diabetic subjects had a significantly higher frequency across three clusters of, Affective ($X_{2}^{2}$ = 8.85, *p* = 0.003), Hyperactivity ($X_{2}^{2}$ = 14.19, *p* \< 0.001) and Psychosis ($X_{2}^{2}$ = 3.74, *p* = 0.05) symptoms. Next, a posterior power analysis was conducted to measure the strength of the association between obesity, T2D, and OSA with each NPI-Q clusters. For our significant comparisons of OB and OSA with Affective symptoms had a power of 60 and 56% respectively. In addition, for each significant association of T2D, as the cluster significance decreased, the power of the association increased: Psychosis, power = 50%, Affective, power = 86%, and Hyperactivity, power = 98%.

![**The NPI-Q cluster frequency and severity of BMI, T2D, and OSA MCI subject groups.** The 12 NPI-Q symptoms domains are clustered into four groups of, Hyperactivity (agitation, disinhibition, irritability, motor disturbances, and euphoria), Apathy (apathy, appetite), Affective (depression, anxiety) and Psychosis (delusions, hallucinations, night-time behaviors). **(A)** The frequency of each NPI-Q cluster is plotted for BMI, T2D, and OSA groups. Cluster frequency statistics were conducted using the chi-square test of independence (2 degrees of freedom for BMI and 1 degree of freedom for T2D and OSA). **(B)** The mean (SE) severity of NPI-Q clusters for BMI, T2D, and OSA groups. Mean differences in cluster severity were compared using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) model for BMI and a Student's *t*-test for T2D and OSA. Significant associations are marked as follow, ^∗^*p* \< 0.05, ^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^*p* \< 0.001. NPI-Q, Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; BMI, body mass index; T2D, type 2 diabetes; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.](fnagi-09-00164-g001){#F1}

The mean severity of NPI-Q clusters across groups is shown in **Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**. In OB subjects, Affective symptoms were also more severe (*F* = 3.30, *p* = 0.04) along with the Psychosis cluster (*F* = 4.55, *p* = 0.03). Subjects with OSA also had a higher severity of Psychosis symptoms (Student's *t* = 2.50, *p* = 0.02) as well as Apathy (Student's *t* = 2.17, *p* = 0.03) compared to those without a sleep disorder. Two NPS clusters were more severe in diabetic subjects were, Affective (Student's *t* = 2.11, *p* = 0.04), and Psychosis (Student's *t* = 2.52, *p* = 0.02) clusters, while Apathy and Hyperactivity were unrelated to this condition.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we assessed the relationship of weight with specific neuropsychiatric symptoms and the severity of cognitive impairment in mild cognitive impairment subjects. Our hypothesis was supported, in part, in that the frequency and severity of affective symptoms were significantly higher in obese subjects. To our knowledge, a direct examination of the relationship between body mass index and neuropsychiatric symptoms in mild cognitive impairment has not been reported, although the prevalence of each weight group in our sample is similar to national averages of overweight and obese individuals in the adult US population ([@B27]). While there is a growing body of literature on the effects of obesity on behavioral symptoms and cognition we sought to include in our analysis obesity-related conditions which often occur co-morbidly ([@B18]) and are believed to share neuropathological commonalities. Interestingly, HTN, HL, and GERD proved not to be significantly related to obesity in our sample; they were present in relatively equal proportions in all 3 BMI groups (although HL showed a definite trend toward increase). This likely speaks to the multifactorial nature of these conditions, such that the contribution of obesity is only one of several driving factors. Our results indicate that in MCI the combination of increased weight with T2D showed the greatest differences in behavioral disturbances in regards to total scores, symptom cluster frequency and severity as well as changes in global cognition.

In our sample of early stage MCI subjects, BMI and related health conditions demonstrated a significantly higher prevalence and severity of specific NPS. Previous studies have reported depression, anxiety and apathy symptoms as the most frequent NPS seen in MCI, among obese persons ([@B35]; [@B23]) as well as in subjects with T2D ([@B20]) and OSA ([@B3]). Our study supports these findings in that the Affective cluster (depression, anxiety) was more frequent in subjects with OB, T2D, and OSA compared to those that were NW/OW or without T2D and OSA. The Affective cluster was also rated with greater severity for OB and T2D subjects, which leads to our main finding that that there is a relationship between depression and anxiety and obesity in MCI. For all groups the Psychosis cluster had a significant difference in mean severity although it was only more prevalent in the T2D group. A possible explanation may be that despite delusions and hallucinations constituting the least frequent symptoms in MCI ([@B4]; [@B11]), their presence in the early stage of cognitive impairment is perceived more severely by the informant. Further, the presence of night-time behaviors in this cluster were most likely the driving factor: nighttime behaviors were the most frequent and severe individual NPI-Q symptom present in 42% of subjects. The Apathy cluster did not differ in frequency in any of the group comparisons; however, it did have a higher severity only in OSA subjects. Higher apathy in relationship to daytime sleepiness has been shown in OSA subjects ([@B41]), which may explain the heightened severity rating when present in this group. Thus, when assessing MCI subjects with behavioral disturbances, consideration should be given to higher BMI and BMI-related health conditions, specifically T2D and OSA, as possible contributors to the presentation of NPS. Future research will be necessary to determine whether lifestyle interventions and treatment of weight related disorders affect the persistence and severity of NPS over time.

The link between weight-related health conditions and NPS is not well-understood. As with similar findings between these health conditions and cognition, current research has begun to identify central inflammation as a possible mechanism. One theory postulates that weight gain modulates adipocyte function resulting in a higher secretion of pro-inflammatory markers that reach the brain and alter neuronal function, ultimately leading to alterations in neurocircuitry and neural plasticity. These changes affect brain regions such as the prefrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus, resulting in the presentation of NPSs ([@B8]). Moreover, a recent animal study showed a possibly direct effect of obesity on dopamine receptor function resulting in depression-like behaviors and alterations in reward circuitry ([@B34]). In MCI, obesity is considered to be a chronic condition yet the time course of the indirect changes described by the mechanism of central inflammation is unclear. Further research is needed to understand whether weight-related brain changes present in conjunction with the onset of cognitive impairment or whether they act separately to promote the presentation of NPSs.

In contrast to our hypothesis, MCI severity was not associated with BMI or T2D and OSA groups. One explanation may be that MCI is defined by cognitive impairment and represents a transitional state with a narrow range of deficits. There is a cut-off to the severity that reflects MCIs before one achieves psychometric criteria for dementia. Moreover our study subjects are diagnosed as MCI by a stringent criterion of -1.5 SD in at least one cognitive domain, which in other studies has been broader (e.g., -1.0 SD in 2 cognitive domains). This difference in criteria may provide a more uniform assessment of overall MCI severity. Another possibility is that an overall severity score is not a sufficiently nuanced measure of cognitive status. Diabetes and OSA show greater cognitive deficits in executive function than memory. It may be more effective to measure individual cognitive domain severity in order to detect differences in the effects of disorders such as T2D, OSA, and even OB. Finally, overall MCI severity may differentiate groups later in the disease course, which cannot be examined in a cross-sectional design. However, one research study showed that MCI subjects with at least one symptom on the NPI-Q or GDS, and lower initial cognitive status resulted in a more rapid development of dementia ([@B32]). In our T2D subjects, general cognition measured by the MMSE was significantly lower (*p* = 0.03) while NPI-Q and GDS total scores were nearly doubled compared to subjects without T2D. This may indicate that MCI subjects with T2D and NPS ≥ 4 are at an increased risk for conversion to dementia.

A surprising finding of this study was the lower mean age of overweight and obese MCI subjects at the time of diagnosis by nearly 7 years. Middle age obesity promotes a higher risk of conversion to AD ([@B14]). Since our data come from newly diagnosed MCI patients, this suggests that higher adiposity may cause an earlier emergence of cognitive impairment, likely through the burden of additional physiologic stressors. Further, an early onset of cognitive impairment in the obese may create a group of individuals susceptible to the onset of AD at an earlier age compared to those of normal weight. Despite many OB subjects having T2D and OSA, there was not a difference in the age at diagnosis based on these conditions. Isolating risk factors associated with weight may unmask features of the underlying pathological changes associated with prodromal AD.

Limitations
-----------

There are some limitations that must be taken into account in interpreting our results. First, this study is cross sectional and therefore does not assess cognitive and NPS status over time in relationship to BMI groups. For the same reason, it also cannot evaluate the direction of the association or capture the initiation and persistence of NPS. Second, due to the sample being a specialty referral clinical, genetic testing was not routinely done to establish apolipoprotein allele status, chronicity of overweight and obesity, or effectively capture socio economic status. In addition, our examination of NPI-Q symptomology was based on a score of ≥1, which is a very mild disturbance. However, recent studies have shown that even the measurement of the presence or absence of symptoms can predict disease progression ([@B33]). In this regard, it is notable that large differences were seen in the frequency and severity of NPI-Q clusters with respect to BMI-related disorders T2D and OSA.

Lastly, in our analysis we did not have adequate power to detect some of our associations between OB and OSA with affective symptoms. The results provided in this article allow for the generation of hypothesis for future work. This initial investigation provides new information about possible co-morbidities in MCI that can be replicated in a larger sample such as the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) ([@B30]). The current focus of this research group is to further analyze the relationships of NPS and OB in MCI using a more rigorous epidemiologic approach with subjects from the ADNI dataset. Future studies will focus on longitudinal follow-up to examine whether there is a relationship between weight, NPS prevalence and MCI severity at later stages of MCI and early AD, and also to establish whether a higher BMI produces a greater incidence of NPS over time.

Conclusion
==========

This study demonstrates that within mild cognitive impairment, body mass index and related disorders, type-2-diabetes mellitus and obstructive sleep apnea, showed a higher rate of psychopathologic changes, most particularly in the Affective, Hyperactivity and Psychosis clusters. Further, increased late life adiposity, which represented over 65% of subjects, was associated with a lower mean age at the onset of cognitive symptoms. Future research should focus on better understanding the intersection of neuropsychiatric symptoms and obesity in mild cognitive impairment, as well as the combined effect of these disorders and body mass index-related disorders on the brain and clinical progression of mild cognitive impairment. In clinical settings diabetic patients with mild cognitive impairment should be monitored for behavioral changes.
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